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In the age of deep networks, "learning" almost invariably means "learning from examples". Image 
classifiers are trained with large datasets of (labeled or unlabeled) images, machine translation 
systems with corpora of translated sentences, and robot policies with demonstrations. When 
human learners acquire new concepts and skills, we often do so with richer supervision, especially 
in the form of language---we learn new concepts from exemplars accompanied by descriptions or 
definitions, and new skills from demonstrations accompanied by instructions. In natural language 
processing, recent years have seen a number of successful approaches to learning from task 
definitions and other forms of auxiliary language-based supervision. But these successes have been 
largely confined to tasks that also involve language as an input and an output---what will it take to 
make language-based training useful for the rest of the machine learning world?

In this talk, I'll present two recent applications of natural language supervision to tasks outside the 
traditional domain of NLP: using language to guide inductive program synthesis and visuomotor 
policy learning. In these applications, natural language annotations reveal latent compositional 
structure in the space of programs and plans, helping models discover reusable abstractions for 
processing data and interacting with the environment. This kind of compositional structure is 
present in many tasks beyond program synthesis and policy learning, and I'll conclude with a brief 
discussion of how these techniques might be more generally applied.
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